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After work on a Monday is not 
exactly prime time for a pool bar.  I 

wasn't sure how exclusive Best 

Western Key Ambassador was 
about guests-only-at-the-bar, but I 

was assuming "not very."  It's a 
Best Western, not the best 

Westin.  Besides, money is money, 
and I wasn't exactly crashing a big 

splash bash here.   
 

Not really sure of where the entrance was, I parked out back.  An access 
gate couldn't be far from those back rooms.  Their rooms overlooked the 

pool, but the doors led to the back lot.  Sherlock Hops here. 
 

Before you could recite the Old Testament, I was seated at the bar.  I picked 
a stool on the pool-side, so my back was to the water.  No reason.  There 

were three other customers and they were all on the other side, so I opted 

for the empty flank.  It would have 
been kinda creepy to just park 

myself right next to them when the 
other 12 stools were all up for 

grabs. 
 

I've had that happen to me, 
though.  Usually it's some wasted 

douche who just wants to saddle up 
and vent his life story to me, and I 

jusssst donnnn't give a penguin's 
pud, bud.     
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The bar itself here was impressive.  As I walked into the pool area, I noted 

the tiki hut, but didn't notice how new and nice and BIG it is until I was 
seated.  That is one high peak in there.  I looked around for some official-

looking sign that would proclaim the bar's name.  I had seen the name 
Cheekee Hut on the Internet, I think, but I wanted visual confirmation.  I 

finally spied a medium-sized marker board up on the beam at the south end 
of the bar that said something-something Cheekie Hut (different spelling!) 

with some crappy hand-drawn doodle of someone's bikinied bum on a bar 
stool.  Ahhh, that kind of cheek!  I get it now! 

 
The barkeep was on the other side of the hut, chatting with her cronies, and 

seemed a tad irritated that she had to come alllll the way over to me for my 
order.  I could have saved her a trip by shouting, "Hey, bitch!  Fetch me a 

beer, pronto!"  In hindsight, that would have been better.  Ahh, but she still 
wouldn't have known what brand of beer.  Dang. 

 

But, yeah, she was a Sour Sadie.  I 
asked what kind of beer they had 

and got a sigh and a bored spiel in 
reply.  At least she didn't roll her 

eyes.  I tried to be pleasant when I 
selected my Michelob Ultra (which 

was a challenge since I don't find 
that to be a very pleasant beer), 

but she walked away wordlessly 
and returned the same way, 

clumping my can on the bar, 
snapping it open and dropping an 

inverted plastic cup over the top. 
 

"Four dollars," she stated blandly.  I figured it might be three, might be four, 

so I had five ones at the ready.  I handed her the short stack.  She pretty 
much snatched it out of my hand, and gave an audible sigh as she turned.  

At the register, she keyed in the sale and stuffed the stack in the drawer.  
All five of them.  Never even counted the bills.  Stupid Sadie made the 

assumption that I stiffed her and ended up giving her 20% tip to the house. 
 

I almost called out to her that she had cheated herself but, nahhhh, 
heckwittit.  It did bother me, though, that Best Western had made an extra 

buck off me.  I mean, if Sadie didn't want the dollar, I should have gotten it 
back.  Right?  But I let it go.  Maybe she owed the register a buck for that 

pack of Chicklets that she bought.  Stills bugs me though.  Can you tell? 
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Nowwww, all that said, I gotta cut Sadie some significant slack.  I hadn't 

caught any of her convo over there, but when she had to speak to her 
friends loudly from the register, it seemed pretty clear that they were all 

discussing the very recent death of someone that they all knew pretty well, 
and she was steamed that she had to work this shift.  I'm quite sure that I 

would not have been all that chipper if I had to work under similar duress.   
 

In the background, and OK sound system was playing some oldies.  I was 
kinda digging Happy Together by the Turtles, but Sadie went over and 

turned it way down.   
 

The bar was just not clicking for me, so I turned my attention to the pool.  It 
is a damn nice pool.  Large and blob-shaped, it looked great, glistening in 

the late afternoon sun.  Peak sun hours were long since over, so the pool 
was lightly attended.  Three families, two of which looked European and one 

that looked redneck, were just 

hanging out and digging the 
beautiful day.  The Euros had small 

children.  The rednecks had three 
upper teen boys who looked like 

they totally hated behaving 
themselves.   

 
I ignored all of them and walked 

around taking my venue photos.  
The iPad Mini has leapt to the task 

of being my portable writing studio, 
complete with composition, photo-taking, photo-editing, and Internet 

posting capabilities.  Such a boon.  I doubt the PLIPAT blings ever would 
have gotten blung without this handy handheld contraption.   

 

But it is not a very discreet camera.  Technology had made astounding 
advances in the miniaturizing of devices such as phones and cameras and 

music players.  Then, the need for Internet access started to reverse it. No 
sense having a screen that you can't see well, so they've grown back up 

again, resulting in people like me fumbling around with this flop-flapped 8" 
by 5" thing with a screen that, on a sunny day, might as well be a mirror. 

 
But I dig it.  I do most of these chapters either while laying on my back in 

bed before sleep, or a quick paragraph or so at work, or, most commonly, 
while I'm sitting at the bar during one of the Hops that you have yet to read 

about.  No way in Hell could I ever have written all these pages on my 
phone. 
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Anyway, I snapped my pics, paid no heed to the disapproving looks from the 

redneck boys, and departed.  It crossed my mind to toss a "thank you" 
Sadie's way, but I decided that the less she had to interact with the public, 

the less intolerable her shift would be... 
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